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Professor Dustibones, 
these things were huge! 
What are you working 

on? 

But 

Professor! 

ly 

a 

MEE Y MOUSE 
Fossil Hunters (Part One) 

When there’s a 

<G 
LA 

Oh, I’m 
merely adjusting 
the specimen's 

intercostal 

Let's continue our 

discussion on solid 

ground. 

Ah! Mickey! Thank you 
for coming so quickly. 

Come on up! 

That should do 

it! 

| suppose you're curious as to 
why l invited you here! 

| will be as 

soon as | catch 
my breath! 



For years I've been visiting a fossil- <a |  — B The place is a haven 
. rich region in the badlands of t for dinosaur bone 
Hoodooyadoo! It's where | dig up | | . B collectors! Er... would you 

dinosaurs! =| N hold this a moment? 

But this year, I've heard 
my old rival, Professor Wagstaff 
of Huxley College, led his own 

team there ahead of the 
field season! 

It’s very unprofessional! 
Um...this too, please! 

| suspect Wagstaff is upto ‘& 253 ! I'm told he's brought in 
more than ordinary fossil collecting! : |. ^" o building materials and some 

And this... and this... : ] | | strange machinery. Something's 
| wrong, | know it! Oh, and this 

and this... 

Good! Well, | think that's all the gear 
you're going to need! 

That's where you come in, Mickey! Will you 

come along as my assistant and investigate 
Wagstaff's shenanigans? 



Hmm! That must \ 
be Wagstaff's camp p 

below! 

Looks more like 
a fortress! 

That's it, Mickey! The / — How dare you gatecrash 
sooner we unload these my excavation? I bagged this 

supplies, the sooner we can N site first! 
start work! 

here for years, 
Wagstaff! Why, | 

ought to give you a 
sound thrashing! 

Hey! Break it up, 
fellas! You're supposed 

to be dignified 
scientists! 

A P ict 

It’s going to be a permanent field But as you’re here, 
museum, that's all ! So butt out! Professor Wagstaff, 

what’s the deal with 
that concrete bunker 

of yours? 



Hi there! It’s Buck Sal's a 

Calhoun, the Boy, your tuckered out 
rancher who owns horse sure hoss! Muh ranch’s 

looks beat! this property. been doin’ poorly of 
late an’ she’s gotta do 

all th’ work! 

What about the 
dinosaur crews? Don’t 
you Charge them for 

using your land? 

The ol’ girl deserves to be put 
out to pasture! But till | can 

afford another horse, | reckon 
she'll hafta wait! 

Now | ain't a-goin’ to take no What do you Well, | have heard some mighty 
sides! Why don't you Perfessors jus' think of that strange sounds comin' outta that 

patch up yer squabbles? | bunker of place. Generators hummin' and all 
Wagstaff's, Buck? kindsa other weird noises! 

Calhoun! How can 
you allow Wagstaff 
on your property? 
He's a menace! 

Hm... | think it's time I 
did some investigating of 

L 
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Let's see what 

And that fence! N 

happens when... 
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ith the 

inosaurs, 

! Would 

? ion 

ized d il 
perfectly preserved 
you like to help me w 

excavat 

! You bet 

? 
ing else 

A bone bed! A whole 

in 

herd of foss 

Yep 
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! Look what 
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What 

min 

fortified! It 

ike any museum 
ve ever seen! 

ittle, 

| 

S sure is 

To keep Professor 

t turned 
t 

This place of 
Wagstaff 

Dustibones out? 

ing up ye 

t look | 

Professor! | lya, 

an electrified fence out in the 

desert? 

anyth 

H 

Now why would Wagstaff need 

snooped around a | 
but | haven’ 

doesn 



Tough work, eh, Mickey, 

chipping away at stone in 
the hot sun? 

Get away! Th’ whole hill's about to blow! 
They don't know yer there! 

Yeah, but it's 
worth it! 

Perfessor! 

Quick! 

SW 
M 

Oh my 
goodness! 

= 
E 

€ bi 

SENS Fen 
E 

uat 
So aE —— 

ON 

men! Gather up 
all the fossil fragments 

you can find! 
Dunderhead! 

What kind of way 
is this to dig for 

fossils? 



That : NU Sleep tight, Professor! lm gonna take 
And Wagstaff calls f Ik 

night... that scientific research? erage ba "i E Mine E 
Bah! I’m going to bed! 

—€— 
eA AEM 

| can't think He seemed frantic to get his hands 
for the life of me on those fossils, but what on earth 
what Wagstaff's could he want them for? 

Perhaps he's got a pack of e | Yikes! That's no 
dogs in there and needs bones : dog howling! That's 

for them to chew on! «|. : 

| just hope 
no one’s in 

trouble! 

coming from Wagstaff's 
compound. l'd better see what's up! 



Brr! Why do | get 
the feeling I’m being 

watched? 

No doubt about it! 
Something’s following 
me! Something big! 

I’m trapped 
in a box 
Canyon! 

Gulp!) All this time | 
thought I was hunting 
fossils! Looks like 
they’re hunting me! 

Will Mickey be a dinosaur's dinner? Find out next week! 

1A 



| It’s the year of the game - eo say MB! To 
celebrate, you've already been given the chance 

to win the classic games Go For Broke, Twister 

land Operation. Over the next few weeks, you can 

try and win Ker-plunk, Connect 4 and Splat! 

This week’s star prize is the nerve-racking game 

of skill - Ker-plunk! The aim of the game is to pull 

| the sticks out one by one, but make a false move 

. | and Ker-plunk! - marbles fall into your tray. The 

= | winner is the player with the least number of 

marbles in their section, once all 

| sticks have been pulled out. 

| To try and win, send your 

favourite jokes to: Just Joking, 

Mickey'e Mail, PO Box €1, London 

WCTH 95G. 

Q: What do birds have for 

breakfast? 

A: Tweetabix! 

Emily-Jane Wartalski, Stroud.
 

G: Why did the match blush? 
A: Because it saw a naked flame! 

Caroline Shacklady, Oxford. 

| Q: Where do bees wait for 
a bus? , 

A: At the buzz stop! 

P Lee, Gaineborougn
. 

Knock, knock! 

Who'e there? 

Lewis. 

Lewis who? 

Lewie needed 

urgently, let me in, 

Kimberley Wood, | Alex Kemeley, |. B 

Wellingborough. o Apn 

Q: What do you call a donkey 

with three legs? 

A: A wonkey! 

Emma Head, Foole. 

Q: What does a parrot usé 

to mend wall cracke? 

A: Polly filler! 

Paul Chapman, Oxford. 

Q: What do you call a holiday 

for newly married rabbits? 

A: A bunnymoon! 

Anna Collins, Warrington. 

Q: What does a polite 

monster say? 

A: Pleased to eat you! 

Usman Malik. 
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... Having a birthday party 
1 or bonfire night party? 

Autumn ie party time, so 

here's some festive fun 
| BZ for your next big event ... 

kicking off with confetti 

pers! 6 : 
Come on, it’s party time! © 

ARAARARRARRARARARARRARARARRRARRRRRRARRLRRRRRELELRRSRS 

L x ^Y 
$ 

¥ O) 

diy. When the 
Balloons on the ceiling 05 5 
always make good party T pa rty 5 in full 

pieces. Only yours could , i i 

be different ... e rn prick 

Blow up one of the o d the contri 

balloons half way and fi ball 

it with confetti. Then ANOT E 

G finish blowing it up. Put . that your 
it on the ceiling with the 

e othere - but remember J uests get a 
which one it is. colourful 

Get some white confetti 

(eee below) a
nd mix it in 

with the suga
r Party 

g will wonder 
why 

uest 

ac “sugar
 i5 floating! 

When gomeone io 

passing below a 

window or up 4 

staircase, 966 if you 

to drop con
fetti 

over their h
eads. 

FEL 704 



you can find an old egg box, A A | 

daste. — —— | J box, 4 a party pig's snout out of a toilet 

Cut out a section of the egg box e. The pig's snout should be awarded to anyone 

the sides of the squar re: 25 | ) a party game! 

WS WS 

For party glasses that will make you look really funny, 

get an old pair of sunspecs, a magazine, some p 

and scissors. 

Look through the magazine for a big picture of 

someone 'e eyes ~\yoy'll find the right wal) close- 

up picture of a face. The bigger they are, 

the funnier they look! 

Cut out the two eyes separately and make a hole 

through the pupil of each for you to look through. 

Then stick them on to the lenses of the sunglasses 

at funny angles. 

Your wobbly eyes will have everyone in fits of laughter! 

Au NALNI D ANSANAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAT* | D) A : 

To make party masks that are good for a laugh 

you need only a small cardboard box, lots of ic) 

coloured paper and some felt-tip pens. 

First cut out small holes to see and breathe 

through. Then, use a mixture of the coloured 

paper cut into various shapes for the eyes, 

mouth, ears, etc., and finish them off with some 

felt-tip pen artistry. Make the faces as wacky ae 

you can. Take a look at our examples on the left - fe 

see if you can improve on them! 



Do spaceships have anything in common with sailing ships? Not much, but there are 
five shapes that appear in both of these pictures. Can vou spot them? 



Oh, no! Sometimes nature 
is just too cruel! 

Luckily, | can do 
something about that! 

Witches can do it 
every which way! 



A ikey, —— 
Goofy and Pluto zo meer 
= and disappear. x ae 

= On sale 19 Nov - On sale 26 Noy 

E Mickey, Goofy, EXTAT 

^ Donald an | appear when it | 

EN cold! 

ki 

Place an order with your newsagent, NOW 
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Five thousand 

smackeroonies! 

“Meteors Are Where You 
Find Them" by 

Professor J. Lithoid 
Bang! A complete 
guide to finding ~q 

meteor 
fragments! 

ONALD DU 
Meteor Madness 

And with our 
nifty metal 

detector, we're 
bound to win! 

Brilliant title! 

Hits the nail right on 
the head! 

Whoever finds the biggest 
piece of meteor wins the 
Duckburg Hall of Rubble 

science prize! 

pu pus pr is 

Fiddle faddle! With this `| wnat is that book, Unca? < 
book we won't need that You've had your head 

silly doo-dah! ) buried in it for days! 

You can laugh! But Professor Bang says gizmos 
aren't necessary! Nor do we have to dig sixty 

million holes in the landscape like demented 



How do we find a meteor We dig it out! But P "For instance," says the Professor, 
fragment, then? Wish it out only after observation 44] | uw "if you see evidence of ground 

of the ground? r has led to a guaranteed Å | » cracking, you are close to a recent 
site! "An A meteor hit!" 

“Take ten determined steps along the large 
crack! Then dig!" Oboy! Get those 

shovels ready! 

nons 

ses 

Bit of a mushy meteor, If you ask us, it's 
isn't it, Unca Donald? p the professor that's 

cracked! 

18 



No way! That antique 
is useless in the presence 

of scientific 
observation! 

Everybody makes a mistake now and 
then! | must have gone a bit off 

course! 

Unca Donald, if we could 
just give our detector a 

chance... 

Listen! “Always check out piles of (Sigh!) Anyone b Bid dia Wat p Now we're talking! Those five 
loose rocks! They may well have see any piles ee DHE- 7 thousand smackers are as 
been caused by a fresh meteor of “loose good as in the bank! 

strike!" rocks"? 

Hey! Who said you could rummage around 
in my hard-earned pile of rocks, you 

trespasser? 

Hmm! 
Nothing 
here but 
rocks! 

What are you talking Then look through these 
about, lady? | can T y^ | while you're at it, wise 
look through any 
doggone pile of 
rocks | want! 

It’s a free desert! 



So much for Time | 
| tried to tell you scientific ime |i “A depression in the ground often 

they were observation! { Keep passed... | > indicates the presence of an older 
somebody / => - —7 7 quiet and —a N meteor hit!” 

else's, Unca! J : qi |I - 

Any depressions in the /{ Thats like asking if You're right! There ^ The largest one is 
ground around here? ) X there's any snow in , A | are depressions ‘N over there, Unca 

ae the Alps! " | | everywhere! Look! D Donald, but... 

HUE 
20 00d eee 

Thisisit!!can I And it's sand! 
feel itinmy gf D Pas 

| m : in! 

Come to Daddy, you big, 
| | Oboy! Oboy! I bet there's a meteor down here beautiful... 

the size of a hen house! 

20 



What the dickens 

am | stuck in 

now? 

Not a word! Don’t 

even think about 

it! 

With the professor’s book and your 
metal detector we’re sure to win 

the prize money! 

Heh! Heh! Never let it be said 
dat Woimly Filcher don’t take 

advantage of a good t’ing when 
he sees it! Who knows, it might 
even be woith five t'ousand 

bananas! 

We wouldn't 

dream of it! 

21 

We tried to 
It's quicksand! 

warn you, 

Now can we use No! From now on we'll 

our metal detector combine our efforts, 
and forget that / that's all! 

Sounds like them ducks has got a special system fer 
findin’ a meteor! | think lII tag along an’ keep an 

eye on 'em! 

Besides, | sure ain't gettin’ 
nowhere wit dis numbskull 

shovel! 



But 

alas... 
Ha! According to the 

professor, a belt buckle 
doesn't qualify as a 
meteoric fragment! 

At last, the 1 | Yes! We've got | Hot diggety! 

boys gotthe / / something 

chance to already! 

use their 
trusty metal 
detector... 

So far we've got six belt V . 
buckles, three coins, two } [ And a bunch of 
oil cans, and a meat « sore muscles! 

grinder! 

lm gettin’ wore out just watchin’ dese 
guys! | hope dey find somethin’ pretty 
quick, or I’m liable to pass 

So it went on, 
long into the 
afternoon... 

if 

C 

ee 
Fee oo 

If this goes on, we'll 
have our own junk 

So much for your 
electronic marvel! We 

should've stuck with the 
professor! 

Phooey to the professor! 
I’m going to give the 

detector one more try! 

3 EORR 

N 
a e E 2A 

m eoat oh 

— o cond ES xi pus - 

22 



What do you want now? Can’t 
you see I’m busy 

celebrating? 

This time |? Look at this baby! It’s the mother 
they've struck /{ of all meteor fragments! 

We're rich! 

Having it pe | N What are you We've got What problem could anyone with five stolen! / : talking about, a problem. thousand pounds worth of meteorite 
possibly have? 

There's a guy | 
following us! | keep Hey, yeah! | saw him, 
catching glimpses too! He was skulking 

of him. over there under 
that ledge a minute 

A real shady / / Maybe that's because he 
looking | was standing in the 

character! . Shade! Besides — why 

It's four against one if he tries thine Wrong, ducky boy! It’s four little 
anything! guys against one really big one! 

23 



Come back with our 
meteor, you thief! 

Phooey on youse 
guys! Once Woimlv 

Filcher gets his mitts 
on somethin’... 

Don't let him 
get away! 

The quicksand! 
Of all the places in ini 
this whole nit-wit 

D 

desert, it had to land | What would Y 
the professor 
have to say 
about this? 

whist 
REC A 4 

Set gs. 
s i ba à "T 

OÔ 

y , 

eas W 
e rg. ti 

I’m too fed 
up to even 

think of going 

It’s a clear night! If nothing 
else, maybe we'll see a 

meteor fall! 

| Woimly gave up / Everyone's given 

Night fell, and / and went home! up and gone 
with it much He said he was home! 

gloom! fed up! 
Everyone 

except us! 

Sure! And maybe it'll 
land right in our laps 
and make us rich! 

24 



A little baby4 Yuh! We won't get Don’t look now, Unca Donald, dnb) think 
meteor! rich on metal midgets the "big stuff" is on its way! 

like that! We need the 
big stuff! 

Look at 
that thing 

P d 
^. = 

/ 

f EEL // j l oe 

Wow! That 
was the 

grandad of all 
meteors! 

It landed just And there’s no one 
over the hill! out here to claim it 

| knew it! | knew it! We're gonna | can see the glow Somebody please tell me 
be rolling in dough after all! from here! Just a few that life isn't this cruel! 

more feet! 



Howdy, cuz! Get 
chilly out here in the 

at night, do 

SN 

Gladstone! What in the diddly Nothing much! | just 
ding-dong deuce are you came out to see the meteor 
doing out here? showers, that’s all! 3 

who knows? 
| might 

even get 
lucky! 

Heh! Heh! 

Yeah, meteors are Which i | i 
| : Ich is okay, as long as 

cule. cv al Pera where you don't find them sitting 
professor's book was ou find them, all 

right after all! y right! next to Gladstone Gander! 

THE END 

26 



{The answer is on p 

| The answer is on page 51. N 
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7 ive place 

They grow while you 

its! 

you do that! Just get out 
of my face 

Ig 

Well 
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Il be b 
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r, they 

ive the plants plenty 

with lots of green b 

want to plant 

Mr Duck 
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That night... A L N Look at this strong 
Bo ~~ trunk! 

It's grown 
right up to the 

window! 
It's our 

easiest break-in 

ever! 

Ha! Ha! We've never broken 
into Scrooge's Money Bin that 

easily before! 

Thanks to Mother 

Nature! Nearly 
down... 

It's Gyro Gearloose's fast-growing cacti, a gift for the park 
around my Money Bin! You can't fool me, Beagle Boys! 

29 



Look! |] — And these are 
Rabbit tracks! ( | squirrel tracks! 

del elis HD 

According to the Junior) B — Hey! Take a look at 
oodchucks' Guidebook, \ Di — ( these weird tracks! 

these must be dog tracks! J | : 

hey aren't in the Guidebook! 
What kind of animal would 
make footprints like these? 

I've never seen V. 
| I'd better | 

anything like th up those tracks! 

How about a duck 
playing with our pogo 

stick? 
E Deme oT rss 2 UT 
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Ee 3 es Se 
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] 
week is a 

from This electronic 37- 
key keyboard has 15 voices, 7 
rhythms and 8 effects - everything. 
you need to make music! 
It even comes 
complete with a 
music guide so you 
can play some tunes 
„Straight away, no 

ing! 
iei | can't walk, | can't run, 

But Mickey gives me lots of fun, AM "o 
Although in my wheelchair | have to stay, ` _ Figure It Out: 6/3 
| read Mickey with my sister every day, 

Mickey and friends is the best comic to get, 

Is Mickey the greatest? Yes, you bet! 

. Double Beads: 2 

AFTER I LEAVE THE | b 
OFFICE,I DON’T WANT | | / SO WHAT'S 
TO TALK. ABOUT ANY- | | | NEW WITH YOU, 
THING THAT REMINDS| f A NEPHEW = 
ME OF AMBITION, | E 
POWER OR WEALTH! 

Distributed by King Features Syndicate 
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Oh, golly! I'm gonna be late for the witches’ 

union meeting again! 

Puff! Pant!) If | hurry, I'll just 
about make it! 

Fortunately, the orchestra can t 
My apologies, madam! | | It's okay, it was partly 

start without me! wasn't watching where | my fault, too! 

was going! 
| hope they save me some 

refreshments! 

Wait a second! Something's wrong! Uh-oh! That man had a wand 
can't feel a speck of magic in this too! We must have got thai. 

wand! mixed up when we ran into 
each other! 

l'd better go after 
him! When a 

magic wand falls 
into the hands 
of an amateur, 
anything can 


